
The challenges for Emma before BBB.

"I needed to build the business in the correct way with the right building blocks
and with the right people around me. I wanted to leverage the power of being
with business owners that really were building professional businesses as well."

"I trusted Tracey and took the leap."

"I lost my confidence, the reality that not only was I a Financial Coach but also
a business owner, hit me. I knew I needed help achieving my business goals" 

Emma’s first 48 hours after joining BBB were a whirlwind!

“When I attended my first session, I just wanted to get involved straight away. I
just wanted to be one of the team and that's exactly how it felt. Suddenly,
you’re not on your own anymore. You’re part of something much bigger and
we’re in it together."

Emma wasted no time implementing what she had learned, and using

these skills, closed a client just 24 hours after her first session.

"It was clear I had to take on and own the client onboarding process.  BBB not
only showed me what to do but helped me technically set up payments so I
could get clients booked in easier.  I followed up proactively with confidence
and closed a deal the next day."

"I am now proactively helping clients begin their journey with me. I’m so much
more confident and I hit all the stretch targets I set in the first month!"

Emma has really thrown herself into her first month at BBB and is taking

advantage of everything BBB has to offer.

"I'm doing the goal-setting audios as a section of my day, every day. I'm also
doing the sales challenge.  I am committing to my personal and professional
development as a business owner.  This is amazing that I get this time for
myself because fundamentally I really enjoy everything I'm learning.  It's not a
challenge to sit down and listen to what BBB has to offer."

"I make the commitment to myself each month and the benefits are already
measurable.  I can really see what I’m capable of now and I’m excited about
what’s to come."
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https://www.emmawrightcoaching.co.uk

EMMA WRIGHT
We asked Emma what her first month at  BBB Success
Groups was like…
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